1. I SHOULD RESPECT AND CARE FOR MY BELONGINGS, THE PROPERTY OF OTHERS AND THAT OF THE SCHOOL.

I will
- Take care of my belongings and remember to take them home.
- Touch no-one else’s bike, bag, hat, swimming bag, bike helmet, musical instrument etc.
- Have all property clearly marked.
- Leave valuable objects at home; or items such as ipods, mobile phones need to be signed in at the office each morning.
- Leave dangerous items at home.
- Not vandalise or deface property – others’, the school’s or mine.
- Respect all property that I borrow from the library, teachers, sports room and classroom resources.

2. I SHOULD BE POLITE, COURTEOUS AND CONSIDERATE TO OTHER STUDENTS, TO STAFF, PARENTS AND VISITORS AT ALL TIMES.

I will
- Listen to and follow directions of adults the first time they are given.
- Treat others as I wish to be treated.
- Use good manners always and not be rude.
- Make sure I am not mean to anyone or anything.
- Be patient, co-operative and give others a fair go.
- Remain at school once I have arrived unless I have been given permission by the principal or his/her nominee to leave.

3. I SHOULD BEHAVE IN A SAFE AND ORDERLY WAY IN ALL AREAS OF THE SCHOOL AND AT ALL TIMES.

I will
- Move quietly, safely and sensibly in and around buildings, on concrete and verandahs.
- Only be in a room or on the verandah when a teacher is present or I am directed by a teacher to be there.
- Use lunch break times for getting a drink, using the toilet, washing hands and eating.
- Move promptly to lines when the bell rings.
- Put my bag in the bag racks when I arrive and then move to the correct area until the teacher arrives.
- Follow the “Bus Rules”.

4. I SHOULD USE APPROPRIATE LANGUAGES TO OTHERS.

I will
- Listen and look at the person speaking.
- Answer clearly when spoken to.
- Use appropriate body language so as not to hurt other people’s feelings.
- Model good language at all times.
- Set a good example for others to follow.
- Not “put down” people by words, looks or actions.
- Not verbally abuse others by back chatting, yelling, swearing or name calling.

5. I SHOULD PLAY THE RIGHT WAY, IN CORRECT AREAS, KEEPING MYSELF AND OTHERS SAFE.

I will
- Play properly on and with equipment allocated.
- Share the equipment with others so no-one is disadvantaged.
- Keep others safe by not kicking, fighting, tripping, hitting, bullying or throwing objects dangerously.
- Follow the “Bus Rules”.
- Use stairs properly.
- Keep off bag racks.
- Keep off railings.
- Not climb or swing on gates, fences, buildings, trees, walls, pipes and railings.

6. I SHOULD BE CO-OPERATIVE AT ALL TIMES

I will consider other people by:
- Listening when others are speaking.
- Helping those who need it.
- Working as a team member.
- Sharing my ideas within the learning environment in a positive way.
- Using tuckshop facilities correctly.

7. I SHOULD CARE FOR MY SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT BY LOOKING AFTER ALL CLASSROOMS AND THE SCHOOL GROUNDS.
I will
- Put all rubbish in the correct bins (rubbish, scrap, recycling) and clean any areas that are littered.
- Leave any area that I use as clean as it should be.
- Eat in designated areas only.
- Not bring gum to school.
- Take care not to damage any part of the living environment.
- Take responsibility for keeping my classroom environment as neat as possible.
- Not waste water.
- Not be wasteful with paper products.

8. I SHOULD BE NEAT AT ALL TIMES.

I will
- tidy my appearance before entering the classroom, removing my hat and making my face and hands clean.
- brushing or combing my hair before coming to school and after swimming lessons.
- tying back long hair and keeping it out of my eyes.

I will try to remain healthy and keep others healthy by: -
- Washing hands after using the toilet.
- Not spitting.
- Not sharing food, drinks, drinking containers and clothing.
- Wearing my own hat, shoes and using sunscreen in play areas.
- Keeping wounds covered.
- Not touching stray animals in the playground.
- Not putting dangerous objects in the mouth.

When possible I will dress in school uniform; if not, approved clothing at all times.

UNACCEPTABLE CLOTHING:
- Thongs
- Tank-tops
- Singlets
- Midriff tops
- Offensive pictures or words on shirts
- Cycle pants (bike shorts) unless under other clothing
- Masseur sandals / scuffs / thongs
- Laced shoes with the laces missing
- Revealing shorts and skirts.

ACCEPTABLE JEWELLERY:
- Watch
- Studs or sleepers
- Medical necklace or bracelet